ABSTRACT Summary: Efficient RNA sequence manipulations (such as multiple alignments) need to be constrained by rules of RNA structure folding. The structural knowledge has increased dramatically in the last years with the accumulation of several large RNA structures similar to those of the bacterial ribosome subunits. However, no tool in the RNA community provides an easy way to link and integrate progress made at the sequence level using the available three-dimensional information. Sequence to Structure (S2S) proposes a framework in which an user can easily display, manipulate and interconnect heterogeneous RNA data, such as multiple sequence alignments, secondary and tertiary structures. S2S has been implemented using the Java language and has been developed and tested under UNIX systems, such as Linux and MacOSX. Availability: S2S is available at http://bioinformatics.org/S2S/ Contact:
The RNA database has advanced and is still advancing faster than the bioinformatics tools adapted to manage the diversity and the amount of generated data. Many of the bioinformatics tools developed for proteins are not well suited to RNA data. Consequently, the situation is reminiscent of the early days of protein sequence analysis. This is conspicuous for multiple sequence alignment, which is one of the most used and most valuable bioinformatics techniques. In general, all the automatic alignments produced with RNA sequences need to be highly improved by manual editing. Since RNA tertiary structure is more conserved than the sequence, a tool allowing RNA sequence manipulations controlled by the constraints deduced from the structural data is needed. Sequence to Structure (S2S) can be described as a framework containing four interconnected graphical tools ( Fig. 1) : a core tool (S2SViewer), a multiple sequence alignment editor (Rnalign), a secondary structure editor (Rna2DViewer) and a tertiary viewer (Rna3DViewer). Each tool has been designed to connect it to the others and to manipulate easily and efficiently the data displayed. Detailed program instructions and technical informations can be found in the documentation provided with S2S and the attached website.
The S2S workflow starts from a RNA tertiary structure stored in a Protein Data Bank (PDB) file (Berman et al., 2000) . A secondary structure is automatically calculated from the tertiary structure using * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
an accessory program. S2S uses by default the RNAVIEW algorithm, which deduces helices, single strands and base pairs from coordinates (Yang et al., 2003) . The base pairs are identified in agreement with the Leontis-Westhof classification (Leontis and Westhof, 2001 ). All the data parsed and generated are stored in a tree data structure named S2SView displayed by the core tool S2SViewer (Fig. 1 ). S2SViewer allows to directly manipulate the raw data or to launch more specialized S2S visualization tools such as Rna2DViewer and Rna3DViewer for secondary and tertiary structures, respectively.
Rna2DViewer was formerly known as RnaMLView (Yang et al., 2003) . Its main goal is to provide fine control over the display of all the base-base interactions discovered with RNAVIEW. These interactions are placed on the secondary structure, the drawing of which can be manipulated by moving and rotating helices. Since its first version, Rna2DViewer has been modified in order to be integrated easily within S2S. In addition, it has been upgraded to supply more functionalities.
Since people are used to visualizing tertiary structures with their favorite tool, we have decided to design Rna3DViewer as a 'wrapper' to quickly integrate external applications. By default, the Rna3DViewer tool is connected to the PyMOL application (http://pymol.sourceforge.net/). The documentation supplied with S2S is available on the website giving all the technical details to connect other 3D viewers to S2S.
Starting from this structural context, S2S allows to align 'external' sequences against each RNA molecule found in the tertiary structure (called the 'reference RNA molecule'). Each alignment can be manually edited inside the Rnalign tool. As with other multiple sequence alignment editors, one can add/delete gaps and move residues for one or several sequences. However, Rnalign offers two ways to help the user to check if the modifications are in agreement with the structural context.
In a first approach, the user can choose one among several structural masks. A structural mask colors each sequence residue according to its corresponding position in one of the two bracket notations. In addition, a structural mask can display for each sequence in the multiple alignment the conservation for the base pairs coded in the bracket notations (Fig. 1) . The residue letters are displayed as dot characters if they establish, with their partner, an interaction isosteric with the one observed in the reference RNA molecule. The partner residue is deduced from the bracket notation chosen with the structural mask. The isostericity test is made against the 4 × 4 matrices described by Leontis et al. (2002) . Other structural mask behaviors Fig. 1 . An S2S screenshot displaying the S2SViewer core tool (on the left), Rnalign (middle low), Rna3DViewer using PyMOL (middle up) and Rna2DViewer (on the right). In the current working session, manipulation of the conserved RNA element within the SARS virus genome described by Robertson et al. (2005) is carried out. Starting from the PDB file, a multiple alignment has been constructed by copy/paste of the RNA sequences from other virus species reproducing Figure 1a from Robertson et al. (2005) . For each helix, the same colors are used within the three graphical views. Inside the multiple alignment, the bracket notation is such that the regular parentheses '('and')' denote the helical Watson-Crick pairs and the '<' and '>' characters specify non-Watson-Crick base-pairs typical of RNA motifs.
are provided within Rnalign and explained in the documentation provided with S2S and the attached website.
In a second approach, in order to take into account the tertiary interactions, the reference RNA molecule embedded in a multiple alignment is linked to its counterparts in the secondary and tertiary views. Consequently, at any moment during the manual editing, by clicking on a specific position, S2S highlights in the Rna2DViewer and/or the Rna3DViewer the structural region around the selected position one wishes to align. S2S supports the RnaML file format to save the multiple sequence alignments and secondary structures produced during a working session. The RnaML format is the only one file able to store the heterogeneous data manipulated inside S2S (Waugh et al., 2002) . To avoid to generate a huge file, the tertiary coordinates are kept in the original PDB file. Its name is registered as a comment in the RnaML file. Besides the RnaML file format, the Rnalign and Rna2DViewer tools support output of their display to SVG files compatible with more specialized drawing tools, such as the Adobe Illustrator. Finally, Rnalign can generate a FASTA output.
Although starting from a PDB file is the best way to use all the S2S functionalities, it is also possible to use Rna2DViewer linked to Rnalign starting from an Mfold RNA secondary structure (registered as an RnaML file) (Zuker, 2003) or to reduce the use of S2S to Rnalign only starting from a multiple sequence alignment stored in a FASTA file.
Finally, in order to make it easily upgradable, a Jython (http://www.jython.org/) scripting engine has been embedded within S2S. Using this scripting language and the S2S API specifications available on the website, small scripts can be written and launched from S2S to easily extend the functionalities of the framework between two new major releases. Some scripts are provided with S2S as examples.
